
HUXLEY BRAVE NEW WORLD

Brave New World is a dystopian novel by English author Aldous Huxley, written in and published in Largely set in a
futuristic World State, inhabited.

The population even gets to zip around in their own private helicopters rather than cars. If you run out of
soma, a fate which befalls Lenina when visiting the Reservation, you feel sick: well-being is not truly
genetically pre-programmed. Talking to John, he learns that Linda was ostracized because of her willingness
to sleep with all the men in the village, and that as a result John was raised in isolation from the rest of the
village. Tomorrow's neuropharmacology , then, offers incalculably greater riches than souped-up soma. Thus
ironically it's not perverse to interpret BNW as a warning of what happens when scientific inquiry is
suppressed. Bioethics deserves to become a mainstream academic discipline. Our genetically-enriched
posterity will have no need of our condescension. Since the utopians are largely contented with their lives,
they don't produce Great Art. For we live in a messy and frustrating regime which passes itself off as the real
world, but is actually a species-specific construct coded by DNA. I guess this Huxley guy might have gotten
lucky and predicted a few things, but he was way off base about where society was going. Subtly or otherwise,
today's unenriched textures of consciousness express feelings of depersonalisation and derealisation. The
Savage, in particular, is an implausibly articulate vehicle for Huxley's own sympathies. For we are unhappy
pigs, and our own arts are mood-congruent perversions. By contrast, the kinds of experience most associated
with the acme of human intellectual endeavour, namely thought-episodes in the pre-frontal region of the brain,
are phenomenologically so anaemic that it is hard to introspect their properties at all. Hudson solves this last
problem by simply eliminating sex, except for one unhappy couple per country house who are doomed to
procreate. For our brains aren't blessed with the neurochemical substrates to do so. Yet Huxley isn't interested
in details. Virtual worlds can potentially seem more real, more lifelike, more intense, and more compelling
than the comparatively lame definitions of reality on offer today. Orwell feared we would become a captive
culture. Embryos destined for the higher classes get chemicals to perfect them both physically and mentally,
whereas those of the lower classes are altered to be imperfect in those respects. All the people who, for one
reason or another, have got too self-consciously individual to fit into community life. The good news gets
better. However, Gregor Mendel 's work with inheritance patterns in peas had been rediscovered in and the
eugenics movement, based on artificial selection , was well established. Huxley's family included a number of
prominent biologists including Thomas Huxley , half-brother and Nobel Laureate Andrew Huxley , and his
brother Julian Huxley who was a biologist and involved in the eugenics movement. The worry that we
ourselves might ever suffer a similar fate is unsettling and depressing. How does it stand up, 75 years later?
Hence to treat his masterpiece as ill-conceived futurology rather than a work of great literature might seem to
miss the point. Ultimately, artificial VR may effectively supersede its organic ancestor no less in completely
than quasi-classical macroscopic worlds emerged from their quantum substrate. No one ever leaves a
well-functioning pleasure-machine because they get bored: unlike the derivative joys of food, drink and sex,
the delightfulness of intra-cranial self-stimulation of the reward-centres shows no tolerance. In our
imaginations, perhaps we might have been allowed - via chemically-enriched brave new worlders - to turn
ourselves into idealised versions of the sort of people we'd most like to be. Much more than Victorian
righteousness, or even Victorian self-righteousness, that optimism has driven people into pessimism. By
contrast, one factor of life spent with even mildly euphoric hypomanic people is pretty constant. The parallel
to be drawn with opiates is admittedly far from exact. This egotism is exemplified in the contemporary world
by the effects of power-drugs such as cocaine and the amphetamines , or by the warm cocoon of emotional
self-sufficiency acutely afforded by opium and its more potent analogues and derivatives. He himself suffered
terribly after the death of his adored mother. They discuss religion and the use of soma to control negative
emotions and social harmony. We can understand why depressive states evolved among social animals in
terms of the selective advantage of depressive behaviour in reinforcing adaptive patterns of dominance and
subordination, avoiding damaging physical fights with superior rivals, or of inducing hypercholinergic frenzy
of reflective thought when life goes badly wrong - for one's genes.


